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Abstract—We address the issue of optimal transmit power allo-
cation in relay-assisted cognitive-radio (CR) systems. In partic-
ular, we assume that the frequency band chosen for unlicensed
spectrum usage is not completely unoccupied, but contains one
or more licensed narrowband users. For such a setting, we de-
velop distributed transmit power allocation schemes, which opti-
mize the performance of the CR system, while at the same time the
interference experienced by the licensed users is limited. Numeri-
cal performance results illustrate that notable improvements com-
pared to non-cooperative transmission are achieved by our pro-
posed schemes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the concept of cognitive-radio (CR) systems
has attracted considerable interest in the wireless com-

munications community [1]. While traditionally spectrum us-
age has been organized according to fixed frequency plans de-
fined through government licenses, CR systems are envisioned
to take advantage of unused or partially occupied bands in an
adaptive and unlicensed fashion, thus allowing for a more ef-
ficient spectrum utilization. To this end, CR systems will re-
quire spectrum-sensing capabilities, based on which they will
adjust key transmission parameters such as operating frequency
and radiated transmit power. In particular, CR capabilities
will be relevant for ultra wideband (UWB) radio systems [2],
which have been approved by several regulatory bodies around
the world for unlicensed spectrum usage in (parts of) the 3.1-
10.6 GHz band.

In order to limit the interference experienced by licensed
(‘primary’) users, CR systems will naturally operate at compar-
atively low transmit powers. For UWB devices, for example,
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has defined
a spectral mask which explicitly limits the permitted transmit
power level [3]. Correspondingly, in order to guarantee a cer-
tain quality of service, (cooperative) relaying techniques appear
to be very attractive [4]-[7], since by this means relatively large
distances between transmitter and receiver can be covered.

In this paper, we address the problem of cooperative relay-
ing in CR systems for the case that the frequency band chosen
for unlicensed usage is not completely unoccupied, but con-
tains one or more primary users. In particular, we establish
distributed transmit power allocation schemes, which optimize
the performance of the CR system, while guaranteeing that a
certain pre-defined maximum interference level experienced by
the primary users is not exceeded. Numerical results presented
confirm that notable performance improvements in compari-
son to non-cooperative transmission are achieved by our pro-
posed schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II, the system model and the optimization problem under
consideration are introduced. Starting from the optimal central-
ized solution, several (suboptimal) distributed transmitpower
allocation schemes are developed in Section III, and their per-
formance is assessed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

†This work was supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from the German
Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a relay-assisted wideband or UWB CR system that
is based on code-division multiple access (CDMA). The source-
destination node pair (S-D) is assisted byNr perfectly synchro-
nized (in time and frequency) relay nodesRi (i ∈ {1, ..., Nr}),
which are equipped with mutually orthogonal spreading codes.
For simplicity, all nodes within the CR system are assumed to
employ a single omni-directional antenna.

The number of primary users residing within the frequency
band of the CR system is in the sequel denoted byNp. The
bandwidthBUj

occupied by primary userUj (j ∈ {1, ..., Np})
is assumed to be small compared to the bandwidthBCR of the
CR system. The bandwidth ratioBUj

/BCR is in the sequel
denoted byρj . The maximum sum interference power tolerated
by primary userUj is in the following denoted byξj .

The channel impulse response (CIR) associated with a cer-
tain link X → Y from one nodeX to another nodeY, where
X,Y∈{S,D,R1, ...,RNr

,U1, ...,UNp
}, is in the following de-

noted as
hX,Y := [h

(0)
X,Y, ... , h

(LX,Y)
X,Y ]T, (1)

whereLX,Y denotes the corresponding channel memory length.
Moreover, we define the CIR energy

αX,Y :=

LX,Y
∑

l=0

|h
(l)
X,Y|

2. (2)

Since the bandwidthsBUj
have been assumed to be compar-

atively small, all links associated with the primary users are
in the sequel modeled with a channel memory length of zero
(frequency-flat fading). The system model under consideration
is illustrated in Fig. 1, for the exampleNr =2 andNp =1.

Throughout this paper, a quasi-static scenario is considered.
The destination nodeD is assumed to have perfect knowl-
edge of the CIRshS,D andhRi,D associated with the source-
destination linkS→D and the relay-destination linksRi →D
(i ∈ {1, ..., Nr}), respectively. Similarly, each relay nodeRi is
assumed to have perfect knowledge of the CIRhS,Ri

. Further-
more, it is assumed that the source node and each relay node is
aware of the channel power gains

αS,Uj
= |h

(0)
S,Uj

|2 or αRi,Uj
= |h

(0)
Ri,Uj

|2 (3)

associated with its own links in direction of the primary users
Uj (j ∈ {1, ..., Np}). This requires some network acquisition
phase while the primary users are sensed to be transmitting.1

A. Transmission Protocol
The transmission protocol under consideration consists oftwo
orthogonal time slots. Within the first time slot, the sourcenode

1We assume that the primary users operate in a time-division duplex (TDD)
mode. In order to estimate the channel power gains from the signal strengths
received from the primary users, the (average) transmit powers of the primary
users must be known. This appears to be a reasonable assumption, since due
to the fixed frequency plans within the licensed spectrum it is known which
primary systems will operate in the frequency band under consideration.
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Fig. 1. (a) System model under consideration (Nr =2 relays andNp =1 pri-
mary user), (b) corresponding interference scenario in the frequency domain.

S broadcasts a coded message to the relay nodesR1,...,RNr
and

the destination nodeD, while the transmit powerPS is adjusted
such that all interference constraints are met, i.e.,

ρj PS αS,Uj
≤ ξj (4)

for all j ∈ {1, ..., Np}. Furthermore,PS is limited by some
maximum available transmit powerPS,max. Each relay node
is assumed to employ a Rake receiver which performs optimal
maximum-ratio combining (MRC) of the signal received from
the source node. All relays that receive the coded message with
an MRC output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of

γRi
:=

PS αS,Ri

σ2
n,Ri

≥ γth, (5)

whereσ2
n,Ri

denotes the noise variance at relay nodeRi andγth

denotes some threshold value, are assumed to decode the mes-
sage without any errors. TheseN ′

r ≤ Nr relays then broadcast
a short beacon signal, so as to inform the other relays and the
destination node that they will participate in the upcomingre-
laying process.2 Within the second time slot, theN ′

r relays that
have decoded successfully re-encode the message and simulta-
neously retransmit it using the orthogonal spreading codes. The
destination node finally performs optimal MRC of the signals
received from the source node and theN ′

r relay nodes, respec-
tively.

B. Optimization Problem
Our design goal is to improve the overall MRC output SNRγD
at the destination node according to a best-effort strategy, in
order to establish a quick connection between source and desti-
nation node. Correspondingly, within the second time slot the
transmit powersPRi

of the participating relays shall be adjusted
such thatγD is maximized, under the constraint that the sum

2Since the relays are equipped with orthogonal spreading codes, one-bit
beacons are sufficient in order to be able to identify the participating relays.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the beacons are sufficiently protected us-
ing some low-rate channel code, so that they can be received reliably throughout
the entire CR network.
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Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of the optimization problem (6), for the example
N ′

r =Np =2. The feasible region forPR1
andPR2

is shaded. The level curves
of γD are marked by dashed lines. The corresponding gradient vector is given
by g = [αR1,D, αR2,D]T/σ2

n,D
. Moreover, the parametersci,j are given by

ci,j = ξj/(ρj αRi,Uj
).

interference power experienced by each primary user remains
smaller than the pre-defined maximum interference powerξj .
The optimal (centralized) transmit power allocation strategy
thus results from the following linear optimization problem,
which can be solved using standard linear programming meth-
ods, such as the well-known simplex algorithm [8, Ch. 4]:

maximize γD =
1

σ2
n,D





N ′

r
∑

i=1

PRi
αRi,D + PS αS,D



 (6)

subject to ρj

N ′

r
∑

i=1

PRi
αRi,Uj

≤ ξj for all j ∈ {1, ..., Np}

PRi
≤ PRi,max for all i ∈ {1, ..., N ′

r},

whereσ2
n,D denotes the noise variance at the destination node

and PRi,max the maximum available transmit power of relay
Ri.3 The above optimization problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.

III. D ISTRIBUTED TRANSMIT POWER ALLOCATION

In order to solve (6), a central network node is required (e.g.,
the destination node or one of the relays) which needs to be
aware ofall (equivalent) channel power gainsαRi,D andαRi,Uj

(i ∈ {1, ..., N ′
r}, j ∈ {1, ..., Np}). After computing the opti-

mal solution, the central node would then forward the resulting
transmit power levels to the participating relay nodes. Obvi-
ously, this requires a lot of overhead, since each relay nodeRi

needs to communicate its own channel power gainsαRi,D and
αRi,Uj

to the central node. In the following, we therefore de-
velop several (suboptimal) distributed transmit power allocation
schemes, which do not require any further exchange of channel
information.

A. Fully Decentralized (FD) Transmit Power Allocation
We start with a fully decentralized (FD) transmit power alloca-
tion scheme, which is performed solely by the relays. Based on
the beacon signals, the numberN ′

r of the participating relays is

3The maximum transmit power levelsPRi,max (i∈{1, ..., N ′
r}), the maxi-

mum interference powersξj , and the parametersρj (j∈{1, ..., Np}) are as-
sumed to be known throughout the CR network. In contrast to this, the term
PS αS,D in the objective function of (6) is irrelevant for the resulting solution
and does not need to be known throughout the CR network.
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known throughout the CR network. Moreover, each relay node
Ri was assumed to be aware of the channel power gainsαRi,Uj

associated with its links in direction of the primary usersUj .
Correspondingly, each relay can adjust its transmit power level
according to

PRi
:= min

{

PRi,max, min
j∈{1,...,Np}

{

ξj

ρj N ′
r αRi,Uj

}}

. (7)

By this means, it can be guaranteed that each primary user expe-
riences a sum interference power of at mostξj , without any fur-
ther interaction between the relays. (In the special caseNp =1
andξ1/(ρ1N

′
rαRi,U1

) ≤ PRi,max for all i ∈ {1, ..., N ′
r}, each

relay will cause an interference power of exactlyξ1/N
′
r.) More-

over, it is guaranteed that the maximum transmit power avail-
able at each relay is not exceeded.

B. Distributed Scheme with Little Feedback (LF)
The performance of the above FD transmit power allocation
scheme can be improved by allowing for some feedback from
the destination node to the relay nodes. Based on this feed-
back, the transmit powersPRi

can then be adjusted during an
additional phase within the above transmission protocol. In
the sequel, we propose a distributed transmit power allocation
scheme, which requires particularly little feedback (LF) from
the destination node.

The relay nodes start with the FD transmit power alloca-
tion (7), and the destination node measures the resulting over-
all MRC output SNRγD. (Within the scope of this paper, we
assume thatγD is measured with arbitrary accuracy.) Having
perfect knowledge of the CIRshRi,D, the destination node then
determines that relayRk, which is associated with the largest
equivalent channel power gainαRi,D, i.e., with the largest com-
ponent within the gradient vectorg (cf. Fig. 2):

k := arg max
i∈{1,...,N ′

r}
{αRi,D}. (8)

The destination node then computes the MRC output SNR

γ′
D := (PRk,max αRk,D + PS αS,D) /σ2

n,D (9)

which would result, if relayRk transmitted at the maximum
possible power levelPRk,max (disregarding the interference
constraints), while all other relays remain silent. Ifγ′

D >γD
results, the destination node sends a corresponding one-bit bea-
con to each of the participating relays (using the corresponding
spreading codes in conjunction with a low-rate channel code),
signalizing which relay has been chosen to transmit at maxi-
mum power. Upon reception of the beacons, the participating
relays then change their transmit power levels to

PRi
:=







min

{

PRk,max, min
j∈{1,...,Np}

{

ξj

ρj αRk,Uj

}}

, i=k

0 else.
(10)

Thus it is still guaranteed that each primary user experiences an
interference power of at mostξj . Note, however, that the re-
sulting MRC output SNR might in general be smaller thanγ′

D
(and, possibly, even smaller thanγD), since due to the interfer-
ence constraints, relayRk might not be allowed to transmit at
the maximum possible power levelPRk,max. Finally, note that
feedback from the destination node is only required, if the new
LF transmit power allocation (10) promises to be superior tothe
FD power allocation (7). If the relay nodes do not receive any
beacon signal from the destination node (i.e.,γ′

D≤γD), they
simply retain the FD power allocation (7).

In the sequel, we focus on the case of congenerous primary
users, i.e.,ξ1/ρ1 = ... = ξNp

/ρNp
=: θ.

C. Distributed Quasi-Optimal (QO) Power Allocation
Next, we propose a quasi-optimal (QO) distributed transmit
power allocation scheme for the case of congenerous primary
users, which also utilizes feedback from the destination node
(similar to the above LF scheme).

The relay nodes again start with the FD transmit power allo-
cation (7), and the destination node measures the corresponding
MRC output SNRs

γD,i :=
PRi

αRi,D

σ2
n,D

, (11)

i∈{1, ..., N ′
r}. (Again, we assume that these measurements are

conducted with arbitrary accuracy.) Having perfect knowledge
of the CIRshRi,D (and the noise varianceσ2

n,D), the destina-
tion node can determine the transmit power levelPRi

of each
participating relay. Based on this, the destination node can now
retrieve some information about the valuesαRi,Uj

.
Let Rm (m ∈ {1, ..., N ′

r}) denote a relay node which has
chosen a transmit power level ofPRm

<PRm,max. In this case,
it is known that

PRm
=

θ

N ′
r αRm,U,max

, (12)

where αRm,U,max := maxj∈{1,...,Np}{αRm,Uj
}. Since it is

known thatPRm
≤ θ/(N ′

r αRm,Uj
) for all j ∈ {1, ..., Np}, the

destination node can obtain the following worst-case estimate
for the valuesαRm,Uj

(j∈{1, ..., Np}):

α̃Rm,Uj
:=

θ

N ′
r PRm

≥ αRm,Uj
. (13)

Note that (13) holds with equality forj =arg maxj′{αRm,Uj′
}.

In particular, in the special case of a single primary user
(Np =1), the destination node is always able to retrieve the true
value ofαRm,U1

.
Now letRm′ denote a relay node which operates at the max-

imum available transmit powerPRm′ ,max. In this case, the des-
tination node simply adopts

α̃Rm′ ,Uj
:=

θ

N ′
r PRm′ ,max

≥ αRm′ ,Uj
, (14)

(j∈{1, ..., Np}).
Based on the above results, the destination node can now

solve the optimization problem (6), while replacing (some of)
the parametersαRi,Uj

by the corresponding estimatesα̃Ri,Uj
,

and forward the resulting transmit power levels to the partici-
pating relay nodes. Since we always haveα̃Ri,Uj

≥αRi,Uj
, the

resulting quasi-optimal solution will always meet the interfer-
ence constraint posed within the original optimization problem.

D. Enhanced Distributed Scheme with Little Feedback (ELF)
For the special case of a single or multiple congenerous primary
users, the LF transmit power allocation scheme introduced in
Section III-B can be further improved, using similar ideas as
presented in Section III-C. To this end, the relay nodes again
start with the FD transmit power allocation (7), and the destina-
tion node measures the MRC output SNRsγD,i associated with
the individual relays, cf. (11), as well as the overall MRC output
SNRγD. Based on the valuesγD,i, it then determines the ap-
plied transmit power levelsPRi

(i∈{1, ..., N ′
r}). For each relay

Rm that has chosen a transmit power level ofPRm
<PRm,max,
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it then computes the corresponding valueαRm,U,max, accord-
ing to αRm,U,max =θ/(N ′

rPRm
), cf. (12). Finally, from these

relays the destination node determines that relayRk, which is
associated with the largest MRC output SNRγ′

D which would
result, if relayRk transmitted at the maximum possible power
level

PRk
= min

{

PRk,max,
θ

αRk,U,max

}

, (15)

while all other relays remain silent. Ifγ′
D >γD results, the

destination node again sends a corresponding one-bit beacon
to each of the participating relays, signalizing which relay has
been chosen to transmit at the maximum possible power. Com-
pared to the LF transmit power allocation scheme presented in
Section III-B, the enhanced scheme takes the interference con-
straint into account when determining the ‘best’ relay. More-
over, it avoids to choose a relay that already transmits at the
maximum available transmit powerPRk,max, which can only
deteriorate the overall MRC output SNR (γ′

D≤γD).

IV. N UMERICAL PERFORMANCERESULTS

In the following, the performance of the above distributed trans-
mit power allocation schemes will be assessed for various sce-
narios. In particular, we will compare it to the performanceof
direct transmission (PRi

=0 for all i∈{1, ..., Nr}) and the per-
formance of the optimal centralized transmit power allocation.

In the sequel, all link lengths are normalized with respect
to the distance between the source node and the destination
node (cf. Fig. 1 (a)). Correspondingly, the locations of the
source node and the destination node are set to(−0.5, 0) and
(+0.5, 0), respectively. The relay nodes and the primary users
are assumed to have random positions within square-shaped ar-
eas of side length0.8, according to a uniform distribution. The
center points of the two areas are given by(0, 0) and(xp, 0), re-
spectively. Throughout this section, we assume a fixed (overall)
number ofNr =20 relay nodes.

For simplicity, all nodes within the CR network are assumed
to have identical physical properties. To this end, we set

PS,max = PR1,max = ... = PRNr ,max =: Pmax (16)

and
σ2

n,D = σ2
n,R1

= ... = σ2
n,RNr

= σ2
n. (17)

All transmission links are assumed to be subject to quasi-static
Rayleigh fading. While the links associated with the primary
users are modeled by frequency-flat fading, the links withinthe
CR network are modeled by frequency-selective fading with a
channel memory length ofLX,Y = 9 and an exponentially de-
caying power profile, according to

E{|h
(l)
X,Y|

2}

E{|h
(0)
X,Y|

2}
:= exp

(

−
l

ch

)

, (18)

l∈{0, ..., LX,Y}. Throughout this section, we choosech :=2.
Additionally, we choose a path-loss exponent of two, so as to
account for different link lengths. All simulation resultspre-
sented in the following have been averaged over 1,000 random
locations of the relay nodes and the primary users, while 100
statistically independent channel realizations per spatial con-
stellation have been generated for each transmission link.Nor-
malization is done such thatE{αS,D}=1.
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Fig. 3. Performance of different distributed transmit power allocation schemes.
Depicted is the overall average MRC output SNRE{γD} in dB versus1/σ2

n in
dB (Nr =20, Pmax =1, γth =10 dB, Np =1, ξ1 =0.1, ρ1 =0.5). Solid
lines:xp =0; dashed lines:xp =5.

A. Single Primary User

To start with, we consider the case of a single primary user
(Np =1). Fig. 3 depicts the performance of the different dis-
tributed transmit power allocation schemes in terms of the over-
all average MRC output SNRE{γD} as a function of1/σ2

n.
Two different scenarios are considered:
(i) The relays and the primary user are found within the same

square-shaped area (xp =0, solid lines)
(ii) The area with the primary user is located at some distance

(xp =5, dashed lines).
As can be seen, the proposed distributed transmit power alloca-
tion schemes yield significant performance improvements over
direct transmission, especially if the primary user is located at
some distance from the CR network. Interestingly, already the
fully decentralized (FD) scheme significantly outperformsdi-
rect transmission, even for the worst case where the relays and
the primary user are found within the same area (xp =0). More-
over, for xp =0 the distributed schemes using little feedback
from the destination node (LF scheme/ ELF scheme) are able
to accomplish further performance improvements. In particular,
the performance of the ELF scheme is already very close to the
optimum. If the primary user is located at some distance from
the CR network (xp =5), the performance of the FD scheme,
the LF scheme, and the ELF scheme are virtually the same.
Finally, the performance of the distributed quasi-optimal(QO)
scheme is virtually the same as that of the optimal centralized
transmit power allocation scheme, both forxp =0 andxp =5
(over the entire range of1/σ2

n).
Fig. 4 depicts the performance of the distributed transmit

power allocation schemes resulting for different maximum
transmit power levels of the CR network (xp =1). As can be
seen, the relative performance of the different transmit power
allocation schemes remains more or less unchanged. In par-
ticular, significant performance gains over direct transmission
are retained for all power levelsPmax under consideration. For
low power levels, e.g.Pmax =0.1, the performance of the FD
scheme is already close to the optimum. For large power levels,
the slope of the different performance curves becomes rather
flat, due to the imposed interference constraint.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the distributed transmit power allocation schemes
as a function of the maximum transmit power levelPmax, resulting for
1/σ2

n =10 dB (Nr =20, γth =10 dB, Np =1, ξ1 =0.1, ρ1 =0.5, xp =1).

Further simulation results not presented here indicate that the
performance gains over direct transmission become even more
significant when the parameterρ1 is reduced and/or when the
maximum interference powerξ1 tolerated by the primary user
is increased. Moreover, it was found that the performance im-
provements over direct transmission tend to be notably larger
when the path-loss exponent is increased. Furthermore, the
performance improvements over direct transmission tend tode-
grade gracefully, when the threshold SNRγth is increased.
Moreover, for larger values ofγth, the performance of the FD
scheme is already fairly close to that of the optimal centralized
transmit power allocation.

B. Multiple Primary Users
For simplicity, we focus on the case of congenerous primary
users here, i.e.,ξ1/ρ1 = ... = ξNp

/ρNp
=: θ. As can be seen

in Fig. 5, if the primary users are found within the same area
as the relays (xp =0, solid lines), the performance of the above
schemes degrades significantly whenNp increases. Still, no-
table performance improvements over direct transmission are
achieved already by the FD scheme. Moreover, the perfor-
mance of the ELF scheme and the QO scheme is very close
to that of the optimal centralized transmit power allocation
scheme, similar to the case of a single primary user (cf. Fig.3).
If the primary users are located at some distance from the CR
network (xp =5, dashed lines), the performance of the above
transmit power allocation schemes degrades rather gracefully,
when the number of primary users is increased. (In compari-
son, the performance degradation observed for the FD scheme
is somewhat more significant than for the other schemes.) In-
terestingly, the ELF scheme yields virtually no improvements
over the LF scheme in this case, which can be explained by
the fact that the interference constraints are less critical than for
xp =0. Moreover, the QO scheme performs slightly worse than
the optimal centralized transmit power allocation scheme.

Further simulation results not presented here indicate that if
the primary users are characterized by different parameters ξj

andρj , the FD scheme and the LF scheme provide similar per-
formance gains as in the case of congenerous primary users.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the distributed transmit power allocation
schemes as a function of the numberNp of primary users, resulting for
1/σ2

n =15dB (Nr =20, Pmax =1, γth =10 dB, ξj =0.1 andρj =0.5 for
all j∈{1, ..., Np}). Solid lines:xp =0; dashed lines:xp =5.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, several suboptimal distributed transmit power al-
location schemes for relay-assisted cognitive-radio networks
in the presence of a single or multiple primary users have
been developed. Numerical results have shown that all pro-
posed schemes accomplish significant performance improve-
ments over direct transmission. In particular, for the caseof
congenerous primary users a distributed quasi-optimal transmit
power allocation scheme has been developed, which offers a
performance that is very close to that of the optimal centralized
solution. Moreover, our proposed (enhanced) LF scheme utiliz-
ing little feedback from the destination node achieves a perfor-
mance which is still fairly close to the optimal one. Future work
might yield more sophisticated solutions for the case of multi-
ple non-congenerous primary users, so as to further approach
the performance of the optimal centralized power allocation.
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